
System Ace XL FT MS
Sachtler System Ace XL carbon fibre withSachtler System Ace XL carbon fibre with
Fluid Head, flowtech® Tripod, Mid-LevelFluid Head, flowtech® Tripod, Mid-Level
Spreader & BagSpreader & Bag

SKU: 1017MS

Professional performance means maximum stability and jerk-free camera
movement, even when supporting heavier digital cine-style cameras and
rigs. The Sachtler Ace XL Fluid Head supports up to 8 kg and the eight
counterbalance steps mean that camera balancing is always quick and
simple. The lightweight design means that it won’t weigh you down, while
the high degree of stability means that it won’t let you down either.

A range of features make the Sachtler Ace XL Fluid Head a versatile part of
your kit. The 75 mm ball-based head has an integrated flat bottom
designed to accommodate a wide range of configured rigs. The integrated
flat head base means that the Ace XL can be modified for shooting with a
slider. Once you have set up, the three steps of pan and drag plus zero
allow for effortless smooth movement. Durable, lightweight and designed
with the user in mind, this fluid head will remain a part of your kit for years.

Being able to quickly set up and level a shot in any environment and
terrain gives you more time to be creative and get the perfect shot. The
Sachtler flowtech® 75 MS carbon fibre tripod’s mid-level spreader and
rubber feet mean that each leg extends or retracts independently of the
other two. Each leg has an individual clamping mechanism so that you can
loosen and lock them from a single location near the 75 mm bowl. This
deployment speed is paired with an easy to use ergonomic, lightweight
design that can follow into the most intense environments.

The carbon fibre design of the Sachtler flowtech75 MS only weighs 3.5 kg,
but is capable of supporting up to 20 kg. The design also provides a high
level of torsional stability so that you can be sure your pans will always
stay completely level with no twisting. When you’ve got the perfect shot,
the legs can be folded up while remaining attached, where a magnetic lock
holds them in place until you release them again.

Technical specificationsTechnical specifications



FeatureFeature MetricMetric ImperialImperial

RangeRange Ace Ace

Pan bar countPan bar count 1 1

PayloadPayload 2 to 8 kg 4.40 to 17.60 lb

Bow l siz eBow l siz e 75 mm 75 mm

WeightWeight 5.30 kg 11.66 lb

S preader typeS preader type Mid-level spreader Mid-level spreader

MaterialMaterial Carbon Fibre Carbon Fibre

Transport lengthTransport length 850 mm 33.15 in

Tripod stagesTripod stages 2 2

H eight w ith spreaderH eight w ith spreader 0.78 to 1.73 m 2.56 to 5.67 ft

H eight w ithout spreaderH eight w ithout spreader 0.41 to 1.69 m 1.34 to 5.54 ft

Temperature rangeTemperature range -40 to 60 °C -40 to 140 °F

Tilt rangeTilt range 90° to -75° 90° to -75°

S liding rangeS liding range 104 mm 4.06 in

Interface CompatibilityInterface Compatibility Slide-in Slide-in

CounterbalanceCounterbalance 8 counterbalance steps 8 counterbalance steps

DragDrag 3 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag, +0

3 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag, +0

What's in the box?What's in the box?

Data sheetsData sheets

Carry handle flowtech®Carry handle flowtech®

Ace XLAce XL

Tripod flowtech® 75 MSTripod flowtech® 75 MS

Padded bag flowtech®75Padded bag flowtech®75

https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/carry-handle-flowtech/c-26/p-1270
https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/ace-xl/c-26/p-1330
https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/tripod-flowtech-75-ms/c-26/p-1426
https://www.sachtler.com/en/sachtler/padded-bag-flowtech75/c-26/p-1471
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